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ABSTRACT
The occurrence of temperatures below -20°C in central Alaska pI'"
duces a situation conducive to the formation of ice fog. By far the
largest source of ice fog in the Fairbanks area is the evaporation of
water in the cooling ponds of power plants. In an attempt to find
methods to reduce this evaporation and subsequent fogging, a study
was conducted during the winter of 1973 in order to examine the feasi-
bility of using po1yethy:ene sheeting as a water surface cover.
An uncovered insulated tank of water was placed on the roof of
the Engineering Building of the University of Alaska. The water was
circulated to prevent st~atification and kept from freezing by a
thermostatically control led heater. From January 23 through February 2,
the water surface was 1eft uncovered. Evaporati on rates were meas ured
daily by maintaining the water surface at a constant level. During the
period of February 2 thr.)ugh 11, the water surface was covered with a
sheet of clear polyethylene, thereby eliminating evaporation. Through-
out the period of study, daily readings were made of the power consump-
tion of the heater and p~mp. Temperatures within and above the tank
were also frequently measured with copper-constantine thermocouples.
From the data co11e~ted, a daily energy balance for the tank was
calculated. Taken into :onsideration were the net short-wave and 10ng-
wave energy exchange, heat loss due to evaporation and sensible heat
transfer, heat loss through the sides of the tank, change in stored
energy, and energy input from heater and pump.
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Results indicate that polyethylene is an effective water surface
cover that could be used to virtually eliminate evaporation from
cooling ponds.
viii
INTRODUCTION
The occurrence of temperatures below -20°C in Central Alaska pr~­
duces a situation conducive to the formation of ice fog. Though not
considered a physiologic pollutant, ice fog is a nuisance. It greatly
reduces visibility, causes occasional shutdown of airports, increases
the number of traffic accidents, and has a psychologically depressing
effect on humans. Three factors contribute to the formation of ice
fog. These are temperatures below -20°C, a continuous source of water
vapor, and particulate matter suspended in the air which act as
nuclei for the ice fog pa rtic1 es. The absence of anyone of these
factors would e1 iminate ice fog. Since control of winter temperatures
is virtually impossible, and a certain amount of particulate matter
is always present in the air around urban communities, the only re-
course in the prevention of ice fog is to prevent the introduction of
water vapor into the atmosphere. The two major sources of water vapor
are the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels and evaporation from open
water surfaces such as cooling-ponds of power plants and unfrozen
streams. Past studies by Benson (1970) indicate that cooling-ponds
and/or unfrozen streams are, by far, the largest source of ice fog in
the Fairbanks area. In an attempt to find methods to reduce this
evaporation, a study was conducted at the University of Alaska dur-
ing the winter of 1973 examining the feasibility of using polyethylene
sheeting as a water surface cover. This report presents the findings
from that study.
Due to its exploratory nature, the study was carried out on a
small-scale basis with equipment supplied by the various engineering
departments of the university and the university's Institute of
Water Resources. The st~dy involved an examination of the evaporation
rates and energy losses from both open and covered water surfaces during
climatic conditions conducive to ice fog production. The individual modes
of heat transfer from both surfaces were considered in order to deter-
mine the magnitude of the reduction of heat loss due to the elimina-
tion of evaporation from the water surface.
The i nvesti gati on was conducted in two phases: the fi rst was the
physical measurement of fvaporation rates and the total of the energy
losses from both natural and covered water surfaces. The second
phase was the app1 ication of the data. obtained in Phase I to produce
a daily energy balance. With this approach, it was possible to
determine the effectiver.ess of polyethylene sheeting as a water sur-
face cover. Conclusions and recommendations are based on the find-
ings.
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METHOD OF EVALUATION
In order to determine the effectiveness of polyethylene sheetir~
as a water surface cover, it is necessary to determine the rates of
evaporation and energy loss from both natural and covered water sur~
faces under condi ti ons c(,nduci ve to the formati on of ice fog. These
values may be obtained by analytical or empirical methods on either
a micro~ or macro~scale. A combination of the two methods of analysis
was used because of the limited scope of the project and the short
time available for compl~tion.
In order to obtain physical reality, it was decided to measure
evaporation rates and as many heat transfer modes as possible from a
small heated tank exposed to January and February climatic conditions
in Fairbanks.
QR QB QH QE QW·
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Fig. 1. Energy Budget of a Tank with Open Water Surface
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If one considers thE total energy balance of the heated tank of
water shown in Figure 1, the following equation is arrived at
(1 )
where
QA is the energy acded to maintain the tank temperature above
freezi ng;
QS is the change ir stored energy;
QB is the energy 10ss due to long-wave radiation;
QH is the energy 10ss due to sensible heat transfer;
QE is the heat loss due to evaporation;
QW is the energy a0vected from the body of water by the mass
of water evaporated;
QCl is the energy 10ss due to conduction of heat through the
sides of the tark;
QlI is the energy goin due to short-wave radiation;
QC2 is the energy gain due to heat conduction from a warmer
surface through the bottom of the tank.
Measuring the evaporation, the water temperature, the air tempera-
ture, and the energy added to the water to maintain its temperature
above freezing, leaves QE, QH, QC1, QR, and QC2 to be evaluated. All
of these terms, with the exception of QH, the sensible heat transfer,
can be reliably calculated from the water temperature and climatological
data. Having determined val ues of QB, QC1, and QC2, and by applying
the condition of conservation of energy, QH can be calculated.
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QR QB QH
QC2
QA --I~r-:?l> QC I
Fig. 2. Energy Budget of a Tank with Covered Water Surface
With the water surface covered, as shown in Figure 2, (1) reduces
to
QA - QS = QB + QH + QCl - QR - QC2 (2 )
Again, by measuring the temperatures inside and outside the tank and
the total energy necessary to maintain the water body above freezing,
the terms QB, QC1, QR, and QC2 can be evaluated and QH determined.
From examination of (1) and (2), it is evident that the total heat
transfer from the covered surface will be different from that of the
open water surface. To evaluate this difference, it was necessary to
formulate equations based on physical concepts which described the
evaporation and sensible heat losses from the open water surface.
Using these equations and maintaining the water temperatures and clima-
tological conditions whi,-h occurred during the period in which the
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tank was covered, hypothetical values of the various heat loss components
were calculated for a natural water surface. These values then provided
a direct comparison with those values measured and computed while the
water surface was covered with polYethylene sheeting.
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PHYSICAL MEASUREf1ENTS
Measurements of evaporation rates and total energy losses from both
open and covered water surfaces were taken from an i nsu1 ated tank of
water located on the roof of the Duckering Building at the University of
Alaska.
The tank, shown in Figure 3, was constructed from 3/8" plywood.
Four inches of polystyrene insulation was placed on the inside of the
tank in order to mi ni mi ze any heatconducti on through the bottom and
sides. The tank was lined with two layers of 4-mil polyethylene sheeting
to make it watertight. Inside dimensions were 100.06 cm x 99.70 cm x
29.80 cm deep, resulting in a surface area of 9975 cm2 and a usable water
depth of 25 cm.
Fig. 5. Test Tank
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In order to prevent temperature stratification, the water was con-
tinuously circulated within the tank through a pipe network fed by 425-
watt submersible pump. Above-freezing water temperatures were maintained
by a 755-watt thermostatically controlled hot water heater element.
The testing was conducted from January 23 through February 10, 1973.
During the period of January 23 through February 1, the tank was uncovered.
From February 2 through February 10, the water surface was covered with
a piece of 4-mi1 clear polyethylene sheeting attached to the sides of
the tank.
Whenever possible, measurements of evaporation and total energy loss
from the tank were made on a daily basis .as close to noon as possible.
These measurements were then converted to twenty-four-hour values by assuming
a constant rate of evaporation or energy loss between the time of readings.
The time measurement under consideration is, therefore, from noon on one
day to noon on the following day. For ease of reporting, it is assumed,
for example, that January 23 is the period from noon on January 23 to
noon on January 24.
Evaporation from the tank was determined by measuring the amount
of water added to the tank to maintain a constant water surface level.
A 25-cm point gauge placed on the bottom of the tank was used to measure
the water surface elevation. The twentY-four-hour values of evaporation
for the period of testing are presented in Table 1.
The daily total energy loss (the values less QR and QCl on the
right side of equations 1 and 2) from the tank was obtained from
measurements of the tota.1 energy added to the tank in order to maintain
the water temperature above freezi ng. The total energy input is essenti ally
the sum of the energies added by the pump and the heater. These values
were determined by recording their periods of operation and multiplying
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them by the wattage of the unit. For the pump, whi ch ran conti nuous ly,
the energy input was a constant. The time of operation of the heater,
on the other hand, was not continuous and was measured by placing an
electric clock into the circuit controlled by the thermostat. Values
are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2
Daily Heater Operation
Temperature measurements within and above the tank were recorded
frequently during the daytime period using copper-constantine thermo-
couples. Two thermocouples were placed at random within the tank while
the remaining thermocouples were located over the center of the tank at
elevations of 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 12, 24, 36, 48 and 60 inches above the gauge
point. Readings were taken using a Leeds and Northrup potentiometer.
A typical data sheet is shown in Figure 4. Daily averages of the w?ter
temperature and the air temperature at 60" are presented in Figure 5.
It must be remembered that these values are averages from noon on one
day to noon on the fo 11 owi ng day.
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Fig. 4. Typical Data Sheet
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Fig. 5. Water Temperatures and Air Temperatures at 60°
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cCLIMATOLOGICAL DATA
As mentioned earlier, one can reliably compute values for the heat
ga in from s ho rt-wa ve radi at i on, the heat los s to 1on g-wa ve rad i at i 0", and
the conduction through the sides and bottom of the tank from water tem-
peratures and climatological data. The necessary climatological data is
air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, cloud cover, and cloud
base height. Ideally these values would be measured at the test site.
Unfortunately, this was not possible. This data, therefore, was obtained
from the monthly summaries of the National Weather Service Office at the
Fairbanks International Airport, roughly 2 miles from the test location.
Twenty-four-hour averages of the data for the period of testing are
presented in Table 3. The monthly summaries appear in Appendix 1.
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Climatalogical Data
The air temperatures shown in Table 3 were used in the analysis
instead of measured values because they represent true 24-hour averages,
whereas the measured values are only daytime averages.
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ENERGY BALANCE CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, the individual modes of energy exchange between
the tank and its surroundings are considered.
QA, ENbflGY INPUT FROM HEATER AND PUMP
The energy added to the tank from the 425-watt pump and 755-watt
heater is defi ned by
QA = 8,763,676 + 648,683 t
where
(3)
QA = energy input from heater and pump (cal/day),
t = the time of operation of the heater (hours), (Table 2).
Values of QIl, determined from the above equation, are presented in Table 4.
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Values of QA
V j , Vz =
T 1, Tz =
Tb =
OS, CHANGE IN STORED ENERGY
The basic equation as presented by Gray (1970) for the change in
stored energy within the water body is
where
QS = change in stored energy (cal);
I'j ,1'2 = density of water at time tl' t 2 (cal gm- 3);
c = specific heat of water (cal gm-jOC-j);
vol ume of the body of water at t j , t 2 (cm3);
temperature of the body of water at t j ,t2 (DC);
base temperature (DC).
(4 )
By assuming that the density of the water withi n the tank remai ns
a constant (1 gm/cm3 ), and that the specific heat of water remains a con-
stant (1 cal/gmOC), and by using a base temperature of DoC, the general
equation simplifies to:
(5 )
Values of QS resulting from the above equation using daily temperature
and volume measurements made before and after filling the tank are
presented in Tab 1e 5.
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Table 5
Values of QS
QE, ENERGY LOSS FROM EVAPORATION
The net energy loss from evaporation is defined by
where
QE = EpL /AREA
, e
(6 )
QE = the energy los 5 (ea1 em-2);
E = the evaporation (em 3) ;
p = the density of water (gmem- 3);
L = the latent heat of evaporation (ea1 gm -3);
e
= 597:3 - 0.57 (TW - O°C) where TW is the temperature of the
water DC;
AREA = 5 urfaee area of tank (9975 em2).
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Values of QE calculated from data presented in Table 1 are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6
Values of QE
Qfi, ADVEC7'ED ENERGY
The energy advected from the tank by the mass of water evaporated
is defined by the equation
where
QW = advected energy (cal);
c = specific heat of water (cal gm-jCC-j);
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(7)
p = density of water (gm cm- 3 );
E = amount of evaporation (cm3 );
TW = water temperature (Oe);
7'b = base temperature (Oe).
Values of QW calculated from the evaporation data (Table 1) and water
temperatures (Figure 5) are presented in Table 7.
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Table 7
Vd'tes of QW
QB, LONG-TvA VE RADIATION
The net heat loss from the natural water surface as long-wave radiation
is given by
-QB = QA - QAR - QBS
19
(8 )
where
QA = incoming long-wave atmospheric radiation;
QAR = reflected long-wave atmospheric radiation;
QBS = back radiation from the water surface.
From the Lake Hefner studies, Anderson (1954) has established tn,,'.
the emissivity of the water surface is 0.970 and is independent of the
temperature and concentration of dissolved solids. Thus, for the period
during vlhi ch the water surface was not covered
\~here
QBS = 0.970 cr TW4
cr = the Stefan Boltzman constant
= (1.171 x 10-7 cal cm- 2 day-j °K-4);
TW = water temperature (OK).
(9)
When QA is not measured, it can be related empirically to the air
temperature, the vapor pressure of the air, and cloud cover conditions
(Anderson, 1954). For clear skies the relation initially suggested by
Brunt is used with empirical constants determined by Anderson (1954)
whel'e
QA = (0.68 + 0.036.re-)crTA4
a
TA = air temperature (OK);
e = vapor pressure of the ai r (mb).
a
(10)
If weather observations are available, the value of e can be computed
a
from
20
where
RHe
e = sa
a 100
RH = relative humidity (%);
e = saturation vapor pressure of the ai r at TA (mb).
sa
For cloudy skies QA is estimated by
QA = (a + be) aTA 4
a
(11 )
(12 )
a = 0.740 = 0.025 C exp[(-1.92)(10-4)H];
b = (4.9)(10- 3 ) - (5.4)(10-4)C exp [(-1.97)(10-4)H].
In the above equations, Cis the cloud cover expressed in tenths and H
is the cloud height in meters. For cloud heights less than 500 m, the
cloud height is taken as a constant equal to 500 m (Anderson, 1954).
Since the emissivity of water is 0.97, the long-wave reflectivity
for the uncovered water surface is therefore 0.03, thus
QAR = 0.03 QA (13 )
The above theory with minor modifications applies to the period during
which the \~ater surface was covered. Under these conditions, the poly-
ethylene has an emissivity value of approximately 0.95 as compared to a
value of 0.97 for water. It can be assumed that because of the thinness
of the sheet i ng, the temperature of the emi tti ng surface is the same as
that of the water. With a lower value of emissivity, the reflectivity of
the polyethylene sheeting is larger than that of the natural water surface
and equal to 0.05.
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Application of the above theory, together with the climatological data
presented in the previous section, yields the net long-wave radiation loss
from the tank surface for both open and covered conditions. These results
are presented in Table 8.
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I
?o~'5. '51 ,
l~ "( '\1,: ,)( -1,1". ')'. 6 .. ;1 fl1.2"> I 5 .2'.' 6153 .. )0/.:1.2;)D "n )),1{ -Z 1. 11 q •.?:' SS. 75,1 2~;'5 762). 36J.11
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Table B
Values of QB
QFI, SHOFlTfvA VE RADIATION
The method of computation published by S. J. 80lsenga (1964) was
adopted to determine the magnitude of the heat gain from short-wave radia-
tion.
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The amount of solar radiation received on a horizontal surface outside
the atmosphere is given by
\·,here
dQR _ s
dt - JJL cos 0
0= the zenith distance to the sun (degrees);
s = the solar constant (1.94 cal cm-z min-I);
p = the radi us vector of the ea rth;
t = time (hr).
(14 )
To determine the extraterrestrial
the period of sunrise to sunset.
defined by
solar radiation (14) is integrated during
The zenith distance to the sun may be
cos e = sin ~ sin 6 + cos ~ cos 6 cos H
where
~ = geographic latitude (degrees);
6 = declination of the sun (degrees);
H = hour angles between sunrise and sunset (degrees).
Substitution of the above equation into (14) gives
f dQR = ~ f (sin ~ sin 6 + cos ~ cos 6 cos H)dtp
(15 )
(16 )
Figure 6 is tne result of the daily integration of the above equation for
the latitude of Fairbanks, 65°N, and daily values of the declination of
the sun and radius vector of the earth obtained from the K & E 1973 Solar
Ephemeri s. In the integration of (16) the assumption was made that 6 and
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p remain constant during the day. Calculations made by Bo1senga (1964)
of extreme cases show that the error caused by this calculation does
not exceed 2 ly/day.
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Fig. 6. Extraterrestrial Solar Radiqj;i,oy!_
From Figure 6 it is seen that a maximum value of extraterrestrial
solar radiation of 982 1y/day occurs on July 21 with a minimum value of
7 ly/day occurring on December 21. During the period of study, values
ranged from 35 ly/day to 190 1y/day. These values represent the amount
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of solar radiation reaching a level surface at the top of the atmosphere.
They are further reduced to roughly 10 ly/day and 90 ly/day due to the
attenuation of the solar radiation by the atmosphere. This attenuation
is caused by scattering and absorption of gas molecules of pure dry air,
water vapor, and dust particles suspended in the atmosphere.
QC1, QC2, ENERGY LOSS DUE TO CONDUCTION
Typical cross sect-ion of the sides and bottom of the tank are sho.;n
in Figure 7. The general equation for the heat conduction through the
sides and bottom is
QC = U (TW-T) (17)
where
QC = conductive heat flow (cal cm-2);
U = coefficient of overall heat transfer (cal day-l cm- 2 °C-l);
TW = water temperature (OC);
T = air temperature for QC1, (OC)
= 20°C for QC2.
Overall heat transfer coefficients of 0.784 and 0.460 cal cm- 2 day-l
°C-l were calculated for the sides and bottom of the tank respectively.
Assuming a water temperature of 5°C and an air temperature of -40°C, the
heat loss through the sides of the tank, QC1, is 35.27 cal cm~2 day-I.
For the same water temperature and an indoor air temperature of 20°C, the
heat gain through the roof of the building and the bottom of the tank,
QC2, is 6. 90 cal cm-2 day -1 •
Since the area of the sides of the tank in contact with the water
was equal to the surface area, the heat conduction through the sides was
25
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2lS
of the same magnitude as the energy gain from short-wave radi ation, QR.
It was decided, therefore, to eliminate both terms from the energy balance
equations. Because QC2 was such a small energy gain, it also was neglected.
QH, SENSIBL8 H8AT TRANSF8R
With values for the previously discussed energy transfer modes, QH, the
sensible heat transfer can be calculated from the energy balance eq~_ 'ions.
Neglecting QR, QCl and QC2 and solving for QH in (1) and (2) gives, for
the open water surface,
QH = (QA - QS - Qf/J/AREA - QB - QE
for the covered surface
QH = (QA - QSJ/AHEA - QB
(18 )
(19 )
Values of QH for the open and covered \~ater surface are presented in Table
9 and 10 respectively.
I QA QS QW Qn QE qAI Date clll!dny ell) .'-Iay ca.l/day lyNllY ! Iy/day Iy/day1----- ~ -----,----------1-------- --<---- -_.._-- -_.'~'" -- --.~ _.
160HOB9. J I73J123 -874227. 69920. -ltS 7 .. 29 3 6 9. 62 1 9;'2.06
710124 ;17659728 .. i -711)059. 53391 .. 460.92 364,,29\ 1017.B3
73Jll5 !ltl86iJlt4Z. I -320791" 40"3lt3 .. 451.96 355.46, 1109 .. 66
• I
0 7301261153716ft13. : -]440'... 20740. 446.29 221.02 874.87!
P 730'27\6763677. -34',04. 2!)822. 306 .. 38 22LOZ 351.12
E 73012B U763611. -1/;404. 28822. 185.55II 221.02 472.55
730129 ,11120346. -391914. 22469. 2 j lJ. 71 220.91 652 .. 24,
7301 jO 11120346. -391914. 19453. 297. 4' 221 .. 03, 633.61
7';() 1) 1 122251'59. -6l.966 .. 15'iU4. 384.37 231"91 614. liJ
7)oZell 12225159. , -62966. 10814. 268. 51 231.45 7.30 .. 85
I !, ._~
Tabll!; 9
Values of QH (open surface)
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[I I IQA Q' QB Qilcal/day cd/day ly/day Iy/day
no> 0> roo,", "
---
J267d .. I .<.9'J.12 6b~B:;
7.:1020.:1 0763677 .. 3;>::' 7 3. I 3U /... flO 570 .. 49C
0 730:~O4 076"j~77 .. -lO:;O6? 335.58 553.32
V 73:)Z05 U763671. 65356. 333.51 5J8.'i:JE
R 730206 81,,3671. 1020562. 306.25 470 .. 00
E 730207 0763677 .. -33']350 .. 3613.1'1D I :'4 It .. :? 'OJ
7302 Q I] iJ7h 36 77 .. -1231713. .:l~B.39 6'i3.bS
7Ju20'l 'J6'50423. 5 H'J32. 3'i3.U7 5qO.{.6
Table 10
Values of QH (covered surface)
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DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY LOSS BETWEEN OPEN AND COVERED SURFACES
From examination of (12) and (2), it is evident that the total heat
transfer from the covered surface of the tank will be di fferent from that
of the open water surface. To evaluate this difference, it was necessary
to determine val ues for the various energy transfer components from a
hypothetical open water surface during the period of time that the water
surface was covered. Ignoring the energy gain from short-wave radiation
and the heat loss through the bottom and sides of the tank, the terms
that must be considered are the energy losses from long-wave radiation and
evaporation, the advected energy 10ss,and the sensible heat loss,
Hypothetical values for the long-wave radiation loss, QB',· are easily
calculated from the theory presented in the previous section. Values of
QB' for the water temperatures and climatological conditions that occurred
while the water surface Was covered with polyethylene are presented in
Table 11,
Date Q"
730202 305.42
730203 311.21
0 730204 342.£'5
, 731)205 342.57
E
N 7302M. 3L.2.{)9
7302G7 375.95
7 );J2D C 365. 9{~
130209 360.50
Table 11
Values of QB I
In order to determine hypothetical values for the evaporative heat
loss, QE', it is necessary to develop an equation that describes the
evaporation losses from the open water surface. Dalton's law (1802)
suggests a relation of the form
where
QE = (a + bv) (e - e )
s a
QE = evaporative loss (cal cm-Z);
v = average wind speed (m sec-I);
e = saturation vapor pressure (mb) at the water temperature;
s
e = vapor pressure of ai r (mb) at the re1 ati ve humi dity and
a
temperature for the elevation at which v is measured.
(20 )
Evaluation of the constants a and b in (20) requires controlled
measurements, which are difficult on a natural body of water. Average
values for these constants have been determined for U.S. Weather 8ureau
Class Aevaporation pans, and are presented in the various texts of
hydrology. Because the tank used in this study nowhere resembled a Class
A evaporation pan, it was necessary to evaluate these constants.
The objective function used to determine these constants was a com-
parison between the computed evaporative heat loss using Equation 20 and
that measured from the open water surface. It is defined by
where
n
U = E I caZculated QE - measuxoed QE I
£=1
(21)
U = the desi red objecti ve functi on;
£ = the day;
n = the number of days for which the function in computed.
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By varying the constants 'a and b in (20), various objective functions
were calculated. The minimum value of these objective functions resulted
in optimum values for a and b equal to 28.55 and 0.0 respectively. Equation
20 therefore reduces to
QE = 28.55 (e - e )
s a
(22)
Calculated values from (22) and measured values of QE along with the
objective function are presented in Table 12. It should be noted that
the above constants apply to this study only and should not be used for
purposes of engineering design.
QW QW
Date Mens calc Di,£f I DiH I % DiU
I Iy/day Iy/day I
-
370 .. 621--1.2073012} 3bq.62 1.20 0.32
73012 1, ::1 64 .. 29 32l.96i 40.33 40.33 11..07
730125 355.46 30Z.551 52.911 52.91 14 .. 88
DOUb 221 .. 02 281.25 -60.23 60.,2:3 27.25
0 I
17. 02 1p "lJOI27 221.02 csn .64 i -37.62 37.62
E 730t?:r 22 t .. 02 nc. l~1 42.87 42 .. 87 19.40,
N
73012,j 220.91 :lttl.6'J -20 .. 78 20.78 9.41/
7)0130 221.DB 236.34 -15.26 15.26 6 .. 90
130131 2)1.19 224 .. 24 6.95 6.95 3. 01 1
130201 231.45 179.f,Q 51.85 51.85 22.4J 1f--~--___ L-__
u= 330.00
Table 12
Hypotnetical values for the evaporative heat loss, QE', from an open
water surface were calculated using (22) for the conditions that existed
whil e the tank was covered. These values are presented in Table 13.
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es · - ell QE'
Date
mb ly/day
1------ 1------f-----
730202 7~862 224.44
130203 7.909 22a~06
7302\)4 U. 196 233.91
0
p 7302o'j 8.U1W 230.90
E 130206 e..263 236.05
N
73.0207 10.G33 309.2.6
730203 8.355 252.78
13a20g 1. "5') 221.50
Table 13
Vu1ucfl of QE'
With values of QE', hypothetical values of the advected energy, QW',
can be calculated using the theory from the preceding section. The results
are shown in Table 14.
I
QE' II Le E QU'Datc ly/day 'c cal/r;t:l gm eel/dey
-
,
I
73 Ql. lll. 224.441 5 .. 32 ~94.27 3767. 2~UltO •
730.~O3 228.06 5.45 594.1 q 3828 .. 20B63.
'0
130.'~O:t 2n .. ']1 5.5U !:i94 .. 12 3na .. 21918.
p nO~05 23a. '].) 5.33 ~i<;4~20 31175. 2Ub5).
E 73020b 2;1/).u5 6.70 5'13. f~8N 3961. 26J79 ..
1.'0/01 309.2·(, 9.25 592.03 5210. 413193.
13020/1 2 5L. 7 t! tt.'54 593.57 42'10. 271d2 ..
73020'] 221.50 4.31 5<14.04 3114. Ib007.
Tllble 14
Velues of QW'
Hypothetical values of the sensible heat transfer, QH', were determined
using the Bowen (1926) ratio
QH/QE = (ep/1000}[(TW-Ta}/(e -e }J
s a
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(23)
where
e = constant
p = atlllosphe ri c pressure (mb)
Try = water temperature °C
Ta = air temperature °C
e = saturation vapor pressure (mb) corresponding to temperature
s
TW
e = vapor pressure of the ai r (mb)
a
The constant c was evaluated by comparing the calculated values of
QH (Table 9) to values determined from (23). The objective function was
identifical to that used in the determination of the constants a and b
in (20). Here again, the minimum objective function provided an optimum
value of c = 0.77. Measured and calculated values with the resulting
objective function are presented in Table 15.
Hypothetical values of the sensible heat transfer are presented in
Table 16. These values \~ere calculated from hypothetical values of QE'
and climatological conditions occurring during the period in which the
water surface was covered.
I
QH
i
QH
IDate Mens calc DiH I Diff I i. Diff
I ly/da\' ly/dlly I, I
-
,I
73012] 942. .. C!l 97 ft.09 -32.J3 32.0j 3 .. 4'1
130LUt 1017.0J 1043.60 -25.71 7.5.71 2.53
130115 llJ'}.b6 111l.UB -1.42 1 .. 42 0.13
I bla.bJ
0
7JOl~t> 074.Jlj 196.24 l'Uo .. 24 22.,1t3
P 710127 351.12 395.89 _'tIt. 17 44 .. 77 12.75
E 730120 4'2.5.5 2'58.~5 213.10 213.70 45 .. 22N
73012'l 652.24 3CJU.71
253.
47
1
253.47 38.86
730130 bJj.31 320.37 -1 U.2', 113.24 17..07
73J131 b 14. 79 726.30 -113.6~j 113.~1 1.8.40
730201 73J.tl4 51G.Z9 212.55 2L2.j5 29.0>3
u= 1206.1'J
Table 15
Cdculated VB n,~asured valu~s of QH
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E p es - ea TW - TA QF:' oJmb mb ·e Iy/day Iy/dayI __-1
nOlO.!: 073. 7.862 23.&5 224.44 453 .. 84
730203 8qg. 7.98~ 2~.80 226.06 509.83
71:)205 0'.12. O. 'JUD 27.21 230.90 533.5.:,.
0
p 7JO,"!O", eQ4 .. 6. [961 2iJ.64 233 .. 97 %2.81
E 730206 8'J2 .. 8.268 23 .. 6't 236.05 'lb3.56
N
730207 '3'11 .. l'J .. J 33 30 .. 36 309."6 5'18 .. 63
73020u tl92. 8.tl55 ,30. 1 ~ 252 .. 78 5'H .. 15
730209 894. 7.. 759 ]0.10 221 .. 50 603.30
Table 16
Value_'3 of QUI
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CONCLUS IONS
For ease of discussion, the results of the previous two sections have
been reduced to three tables. Tables 17 and 18 are values of the individual
energy loss components from both the open and covered water surfaces.
Table 19 represents hypothetical values of energy loss components from an
open water surface during the period in which the tank was covered.
--
QE QW QB QH QTDate
lyfday 1)"/(,3.1 Iy/da.y l'1lday ly!day
- f----
730123 369.62 7.00 451.29 942.06 1775.97
730124 364.2lJ 5.05 '+-60.92 1011.03 1846.62
130125 355.'t6 4.1j'j '.52.96 ll0~.66 1'l~2.q3
7.:10126 221.02 2.88 446.2'1 !;I14.07 15/t5~06
0
P 73C:U7 221.02 2.8'J 3li<>.38 351 .. 12 8Jl.41
E BOUd 221..02 2.89 185.55 472.55 (lI~~.OlN
nOlZl"J 220.91 2.2':i 21H.71 652.24 11:;4.11
7JJIJiJ 221.08 1 .. 9:; 297.47 633.61 1154 .. 11
730131 2;1.19 1.')5 38't-. J 7 6Itt.78 UJI. d9
13(',201 211. 1.') l.O::! 26d.')1 730.8:; 12jl.ll'J
TOThlf 2657.J6 32.92 3538.45 1399.51 13620.0U
PERr.E'H 19.5·) 0.25 25.95 34.30 lOO.OJi
Table 17
Heat losses from an open water surface
I
qB QH QT
Date
l~t/day ly/day Iy/day
I
2')9. 121-- -7]0202 6cS.8S 96ft. 91
G
73:)ZOj 314 .OOj 570.49 875.29
0 73020'. 335.5~ 553 .. 22 8[J 8 .. 80
V 73u20~ 3JJ.51 53n.')O 872.01E
R /3QlLJ6 3,.)6.25 1,10.00 776.25
E 7J0207 361'1. 19 5't4.)9 912.5aI D·
73020:\ 3':;c,1.3'-I 1)43.65 1002.04
73(1~O;) 353.07 560.46 913.53
TOTAL 265B.91 45'.6.50 72iJ5.47
r;;I<,CrNT 36.':10 f:J.IO 100.00L __ .
,---
--
Table 18
Peat losses from a c.c>vered water surfac.e
1 f')E I QW' QB' QH 1 QT'
Date
ly /day 1y/d8Y Iy/day ly/day Iy/day
--
- ---
-_.
.-
DOZDl 224.44 2.01 305.42 1153" 84 985.71
130203 228.06 2.09 311.21 509.83 1051.19
0
730204 233.97 2.20 3"'2.~5 562 .. 81 IUd .. 7J
p IJUlD5 230.90 2.07 .;1/12. ') 7 533 .. 54 l109 .. 'JJ3
E 730206 236.05 2 .. 66 312.~9 463 .. 56 1014 .. 96
N
73 J,! ',H )09.26 4.J3 375.'15 598.61 1ZUS.07
7) 02 Oil 252 .. 7lj 2.79 3t5.94 591.'t5 1212.66
7Jl12l1q 221. SO 1.·6:1 360.50 603.30 1180.90
I TC'T/ll j 19.:10.96 20.25 2716.'13 4316.66 8490.130
Ir[f~CtNri 21.5't 0.23 JO.22 It 13 • 01 100.Oa
Tabl'! 19
Hypothetical heat losses from lin open water Burface
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From Table 3, it is seen that the major energy loss components from
an open water surface are the sensible heat loss, the long-wave loss, the
evaporative loss and the advected loss. The average percentage of these
individual components to the total energy loss is:
Sensible Heat Loss
Longwave Loss
Evaporati ve Loss
Advecti ve Loss
54.30%
25.95%
19.50%
0.25%
When the water surface is covered with 4-mil polyethylene sheeting,
evaporation, and thus the evaporative heat loss and the advected energy
loss, is no longer present. Under this situation, the total energy loss
is comprised of long-wave losses and sensible heat losses. The percentage
breakdown of these components to the total energy loss is:
Sensible Heat Loss
Lon g-wa ve Loss
63.10%
36.90%
From examination of Tables 4 and 5, it is seen that the total energy
loss from the open water surface is reduced by approximately 20 per cent
when the surface is covered by polyethylene sheeting. This reduction is
caused, for the most part, by the nonexistence of evaporative and advective
heat losses when the water surface is covered. Covering the water surface
produces a slight decrease in long-wave losses and a small increase in
the sensible heat losses.
From a heat transfer vie\vpoint, the above findings clearly indicate
that polyethylene sheeting is an effective water surface cover that can,
with little decrease in energy loss, Virtually eliminate evaporation from
cooling ponds and thus reduce a large portion of ice fog. Further develop-
menta 1 research shoul d be centered on appropri ate methods of applyi ng and
maintaining polyethylene sheeting on water surfaces which create ice fog
problems.
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APPENDIX
Climatological Data
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1 ~15 .. 35 -25 -14 -37 90 0 1 12 0 0 30.12~ .Il. 1.4 6 ('J/t 2 4 1
2 7 .. 17 -5 Il. -ao 70 0 12 .05 1.729.99 24 1.1 2.2 12 23 10 10 2
3 11 Il. 9 aD - 3 51l. 0 18 .15 5.8 29.91 31l. ~.6 3.9 7 02 10 10 )
4 11 -9 1 1:1 -11 6" 0 18 .02 .3 29.76 3S 2.t 2.3 '1 01 10 '1 "
5 22 -10 6 16 .. 2 59 0 17 .01 .2 29.31 33 1.0 2.9 7 oa 10 95
6 a3 " 14 26 6 51 0 16 .07 1.1l. 29.73 03 1.7 2.6 6 36 '1 9 6
7 15 5 10 a2 5 55 0 17 a o 29.673b 1.t 1.9 b a9 1010 7
8 21 9 15 27 B 50 0 17 O· 029.69 09 .1 2.3 6 21 I 10 10 B
9 13 -I 6 16 - 3 59 0 17 a 029.64 02 1.1 2~6 4 34 ;I 9 9
10 15 13 14 26 6 51 0 17 T T 29.53 02 .4 .4 5 10 I 10 10 10
11 13 -2i! -5 7 -19 70 01 17 T Ti!9.2803 1.1 2.3635 12" 11
12 -20 _40 -30 _19 -37 95 0 1 17 0 0 29.45 24 .Il. 2.2 7 26 1 3 12
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